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Manufacturers across the globe are embracing the
power of digital to completely change the way they
run their business and to reimagine the customer experience. They are doing this by completely redesigning their operational processes, as Enrique Andaluz
explains in the following pages.
Also in this section, Simon Floyd tells us how
Microsoft HoloLens is unlocking new possibilities
in design engineering and Colin Masson outlines
what can be achieved with Dynamics AX, Lifecycle
Services and Azure.
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As more manufacturers look to embrace the internet of things within their
organisations, we hear from Microsoft’s Enrique Andaluz about how they
can get most value from the technology at their disposal today
BY REBECCA L AMBERT

I

n Japan, Fujitsu has built a facility at its Akisai Plant
Factory, where it is integrating cutting-edge agricultural techniques with state-of-the-art technologies to track all plant information and produce low
potassium lettuce that can be consumed by dialysis
patients and people with chronic kidney disease.
Industrial robots manufacturer KUKA, meanwhile,
has used the Microsoft IoT platform to develop a
robot capable of sensing its surroundings – presenting a whole new way for humans and machines to
work together safely. And domestic appliance manufacturer Miele is taking advantage of Microsoft IoT
technologies to develop a new range of ovens, which
can be programmed to perfectly cook specific meals.
According to Enrique Andaluz, director of strategic business development, Worldwide Discrete
Manufacturing at Microsoft, these are just some
of the ways that manufacturers today are embracing the power of digital to completely change the
way they run their business, as well as how they
transition from offering products to offering those
products as digital services. In his own words, it’s
a revolution that goes far beyond implementing
new technologies; it’s about manufacturers taking
a bolder approach to redesigning their operational
processes, challenging older business models and
reimagining the customer journey.
“Through the value of the industrial internet of
things (IoT), manufacturers are being presented with a whole new way of connecting their
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 perations – and it’s giving them an opportunity to
o
change their entire mindset towards the way they
run their business,” he explains. “If you think about
the value proposition of IoT and the new level of
connectivity it brings, it also offers manufacturers boundless opportunities to better understand
the way they build stronger relationships with the
customers buying their products, and change their
value chain by offering a whole host of new digital
services to the end user. That means new sources of
revenue for manufacturers and higher level of satisfaction for their customers.”
Although all of these changes are ultimately being
driven by technological innovation, Andaluz says

Miele’s proof-ofconcept ovens can be
programmed to create
the optimum roasting,
cooking or baking
results
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that the key to unlocking the true value of digital
comes down to an organisation’s willingness to reinvent itself and adopt new practices. “Becoming
digital means changing the way we do things with
a discovered mindset about how we relate and interact with objects,” he explains. “It gives us the advantage to change the scope of our actions and their
ultimate result. In enterprise terms, being digital requires a higher level of thinking that must incorporate organisational, process and business change, in
addition to applying technology, in order to outpace
the competition. Industrial IoT capabilities actually
then take the role of people-enabler as opposed to
being the ultimate solution within itself.”
While some manufacturers have pushed ahead
on their digital transformation journey with great
success, Andaluz recognises that it’s not a complete-

ly straightforward process. “There are a few roadblocks out there,” he says. “For one, the industrial
IoT is complex and that won’t go away – just consider the myriad of connection points that need to
be identified and linked together; it’s not something
that can be achieved overnight. Companies have to
carefully consider what technologies to choose and
how to connect them all; or they can make it simpler and start thinking digital from inception.”
Andaluz says that another big challenge businesses need to overcome is how they interact with all
the data at their disposal today. “The key to success
is how you enable your workers to interact with
data and use it to make informed decisions,” he
says. “In the context of IoT, when you enhance a
system of record with a system of engagement and
connect people, process and technology, you can

KUKA’s IoT robot was
on display at Hannover
Messe earlier this year
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Fujitsu is using Microsoft cloud services to track all
activity within its agricultural production facility

VIEWPOINT

From hype to reality
As more manufacturers consider the
benefits of IoT, Oliver Gruner explains
how ICONICS is positioned to help

create a system of intelligence, and from there you
can start thinking about introducing the application of predictive analytics to address disruptions,
downtime, overconsumption of energy and other manufacturing challenges of this kind. This is
where the value really lies in the long term.”
By focusing on four key areas of functionality,
though, Andaluz believes that manufacturers can
make the move to digital more manageable. These
cover connectivity – relating the physical and digital
worlds; how to store data and manage it; advanced
analytics, which involves understanding the past
and the present, and defining the future; but never forget about how to visualise your data in such a
simple way so that it can be easily understood and
used to make smart, informed and timely decisions.
“When you look at your digital strategy from these
four points, it’s easier to understand what technology you need,” he says. “You can think big, and then
embark on making the transition one step at a time
with a comprehensive building-block approach.”
And rather than thinking about putting in place
point solutions to address certain areas of functionality, Andaluz recommends that organisations take
a much more holistic approach. “This way, they can
keep adding new functionality rather than having
to rebuild their systems each time,” he says. “This
is where a set of platforms like Microsoft’s really
comes into its own – companies can invest in an
end-to-end offering spanning all three platforms
from Windows to Azure to Office, which all integrates seamlessly and allows them to be truly agile.”
Perhaps most importantly is that businesses of all
sizes can now make the transition to digital without
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There are so many exciting innovations happening in today’s
world, and the use cases for manufacturing are particularly
compelling. The KUKA safety robots provide a great example
of how humans can work better together with machines. We
at ICONICS are also extremely excited about the possible
applications of Microsoft’s HoloLens technology in concert
with robots and other equipment. It perfectly exemplifies the
concept of IoT, people and services.
ICONICS enables manufacturers to translate IoT hype into
tangible benefits by putting cutting-edge IoT solutions in
their hands. Manufacturers have begun to transition away
from their legacy systems and home-grown solutions, which
often required a VPN connection to access the information
remotely. Now, with IoT-friendly applications such as ICONICS’
MobileHMI and Hyper Historian for Azure, organisations can
securely access all of their existing shop floor data through the
Microsoft Azure cloud via a sleek, modern user interface.
This is an attractive option for an increasing number of
manufacturers, since it is quick and easy to deploy (organisations
can simply push data up to the Azure cloud and they’re off and
running) and provides access from inside or outside the plant via
cloud-based security; no VPN connections required.
Oliver Gruner is director of cloud business development at ICONICS
breaking the bank, using interoperable platforms.
“Companies have been using IoT and advanced
analytics technologies for many years now – what’s
different is that back then they had to commit to
making huge upfront investments and faced the
prospect of extremely high ongoing operational
costs in multi-year projects. Today, you can get your
IoT strategy up and running for a fraction of the
cost in a very short timeframe. The risk has reduced
significantly when you think that in a few weeks you
can test robust end-to-end industrial IoT scenarios.”
Ultimately, though, Andaluz says that success
comes down to how fast we can learn and change
our thinking. “For the first time in many decades,
technology is by far outpacing what we can do – and
it’s presenting us with a whole new world of opportunities. The faster we can unlearn what we know
that was technology-limiting, the faster we will be
able to reinvent ourselves and our businesses.”
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VIEWPOINT

Is your software ready
for industry 4.0?
COLIN MASSON: MICROSOFT

As digital savvy consumers and workers disrupt the traditional manufacturing
world, opportunities are emerging for digital transformation and competitive
advantage. The end result is entirely new, connected customer experiences

D

igital technologies such as cloud, mobile,
social and machine-generated insights are
part of our everyday lives. Digital technologies such as additive manufacturing (3D
printing), robotics and the internet of things are
increasing the rate at which manufacturers can
introduce new products and tailor them precisely to customer needs – enabling them to reinvent
manufacturing one customer at a time.
Manufacturers are focusing on three primary
areas for their digital transformation. They are
reimagining the customer journey by exploring
opportunities to add value throughout. They are
challenging their existing business models and
they are redesigning operational and business
processes in order to infuse digital into all parts
of their operations.
What is key is to deliver both amazing digital customer experiences and digital operations excellence. Everyone in an organisation,
from sales people and service representatives,
to engineers, production/warehouse workers and delivery drivers, need to put the customer first in every decision. Building teams
around the customer journey means breaking
down the walls of the tradional workplace –
helping employees to do their best work with
connected technologies and empowering the
front line with direct access to information and
tools. Dynamic business systems must connect
front-office and back-office processes, be easy
and rapid to deploy, intuitive to use on any device, anywhere, and intelligently anticipate customer behaviour and needs, guiding individuals
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through complex tasks, to help manufacturers
keep meet and exceed customer expectations.
However as Joshua Greenbaum, principal at
Enterprise Applications Consulting, observes,
while customer relationship management
systems moved to the cloud early, and kept

pace with the digital consumer to evolve into a
platform for intelligent customer engagement,
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems

have been “stuck in older paradigms of implementation, innovation, and usability”.

“What is key is to deliver both
amazing digital customer experiences
and digital operations excellence”
Legacy ERP just cant keep pace with the new
speed of business. It makes a mockery of investments in Industry 4.0, smart connected
products, and new business models if you then
become constrained by your enterprise soft
wares excessive infrastructure requirements,
complexity, and cost or time to change. Manufacturers need the ability to develop, test, deploy
and grow (or shut down) new business models in
weeks, not years.
Whether these new businesses are the result
of digital transformation, or mergers, acquisitions and divestures, manufacturers need more
agile business systems. Greenbaum asserts

M A N U FA C T U R I N G

Creating business value with digital in manufacturing
Incorporate usage data into
innovation and marketing
processes
Establish 1:1 customer
relationships

Reward and
incent the
channel in
new ways

Reimagining
the customer
journey

Increase agility
of production
and business
processes

Maintain production and supply
chain assets more predictably
and proactively

Deliver new value with
connected products
Evolve from a product company into
a services-centric organisation
that time-consuming and rigid processes that
were the standards for the implementation of
on-premise systems are “hampering the needs
of businesses for rapid time to market and innovation”. However, he believes that Microsoft
is changing the paradigm with Dynamics AX,
Lifecycle Services and Azure.
Using these solutions, manufacturers can easily
redesign, test and deploy business processes. It’s
a way for manufacturers to challenge the status
quo, but they need to do it quickly in a predictive way and without business disruption. With
Dynamics AX, Lifecycle Services and Azure they
will get faster time to value from their technology, improve business planning and execution
with predictable implementations – getting
them up and running faster. And when they
want to customise processes, support for mainstream technologies like Visual Studio gives
them a large pool of talent, resources and solutions to meet their specific business needs.
These technologies will also enable people
to make smarter decisions quicker, so they are
ready for anything and make customers’ dreams
a reality. Critical to manufacturers facing a skill
shortage, we are empowering people by delivering tools built for the modern workplace –

Redesigning
operational
processes

Equipping people on the
move with the insights
and tools they need

Challenging
the business
models

Use things and data to
increase quality, output
and revenue
Complement
physical
experiences with
digital ones

 usiness solutions that are mobile, familiar, easy
b
to use and foster collaboration so people can
be more productive, faster. And with real-time
views into business operations they can make
better data-driven decisions to have a positive
impact on their business.
What’s more, manufacturers can grow their
business at their own pace. With Dynamics
AX, Lifecycle Services and Azure, we are giving
manufacturers the ability to leverage the power
of the cloud to scale their operations globally.
The technologies easily integrate with their legacy systems and data so that they can continue
to benefit from their existing investments and
remove any barriers to growth. At the same time
they can rest safe in the knowledge that their
information will be secure and compliant in a
trusted cloud from Microsoft.
Manufacturers can find out more about the
power of these technologies at Convergence
2015 EMEA, which will take place from 30 November - 2 December 2015 in Barcelona, and
at US Convergence which will take place from
April 4-7, 2016 in New Orleans, LA.
Colin Masson is global industry director for
manufacturing, Microsoft Business Solutions
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Streamlining
pharma operations
MASSIMO CRUDELI: AX FOR PHARMA

Accuracy and quality control are key priorities for pharmaceutical
companies, and these can be achieved easily with an integrated
enterprise resource planning solution like AX for Pharma

P

harmaceutical and life sciences companies
want to manufacture high quality products
in the most streamlined, cost-effective and
compliant way possible. In the past, these companies relied on separate enterprise resource planning (ERP), laboratory information management
system (LIMS) and manufacturing execution system (MES) to manage the processes involved in
producing and distributing medications. However, supporting numerous vendors and IT is expensive, while manually entering data into multiple
systems can lead to incorrect or duplicated data.
And in an industry where ensuring products are
safe for human consumption is a key priority, accuracy and quality control are critical.
Many pharmaceutical companies are now
switching to solutions that provide integrated
ERP, LIMS, MES and weighing and dispensing
functionalities to streamline operational and
quality control processes.
Built to integrate seamlessly with the Microsoft
ERP, AX for Pharma is the only solution Certified for Microsoft Dynamics AX 2012 for the
pharmaceutical and life sciences industry. Via its
Advanced Quality Management and Weighing
& Dispensing modules, AX for Pharma helps
companies to manage everything from weighing ingredients, to maintain production and
laboratory equipment; from tracking how long
temperature-sensitive products have been out of
a temperature-controlled warehouse, to creating
a ‘regulated product list per country’ to monitor the quantity of medications that have been
shipped to certain countries.
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Weighing and dispensing ingredients precisely
is a critical part of the manufacturing process. Although most pharmaceutical companies manually
weigh materials according to strict guidelines, human error can creep in when lab technicians have
to fill in paper documents or enter data into separate MES, LIMS and ERP systems. Although small,
these errors can have costly repercussions during
the production stage, potentially rendering the
medicine non-compliant or risking patient safety.
AX for Pharma’s Weighing & Dispensing module integrates with electronic scales and barcode
devices to help technicians accurately calculate
and dispense the required quantities of active ingredients and fillers or compensating ingredients
for each medication. It also allows them to select
materials according to the First Expired, First Out
method. This provides manufacturers with a high
level of control and visibility over work-in-progress
materials to ensure that they are manufactured in
compliance with industry regulations.
Global legislation also demands that companies
can accurately track and trace each individual
product unit as it passes through the supply chain,
from the initial weighing and dispensing phase, to
the manufacturing and final distribution stages.
Using a complete integrated ERP, LIMS and MES
system – like AX for Pharma – pharmaceutical
companies can easily track each single batch, single container and sample, and automatically print
labels. Lab technicians can also access an archive
of batch disposition codes, which would help them
to isolate or block specific batches or sub-batches,
such as those with damaged containers.

PHARMACEUTICALS

Using an integrated solution also leads to significant cost savings when implementing, validating, operating and maintaining the system.
Plus, it’s more cost-effective, easier and quicker
to train every employee to use a single, standard
solution with the same interface, operating tools
and menus, than it is to teach each department
how to use a different system.
AX for Pharma supports all of the functionality a company needs to comply with Good
Automated Manufacturing Practice, Good
Manufacturing Practice and electronic documentation requirements. These include the
ability to create electronic signatures and approved vendor and manufacturer lists. As a
commercial-off-the-shelf solution, the software has also been extensively tested for standard use by any company in the industry, making it quick and easy to update, extend and
validate in future.
To date, more than 20 pharmaceutical and specialised chemical companies worldwide have
reaped significant benefits by adopting AX for
Pharma. For example, one large, multi-national
company previously used at least ten Microsoft
Excel spreadsheets to calculate costs every quarter,
which took weeks of work for very skilled, high
level managers. Now the company has replaced the

spreadsheets with AX for Pharma, it only takes a
few hours to complete these calculations.
Meanwhile, another multinational company was
using three separate ERP systems in the US, another in the UK and a third in Germany. Not only was
it expensive to maintain all of the systems and train
employees when they transferred to different offices, it was also time consuming to input the same
data into each individual system. By replacing its
multiple systems with AX for Pharma, the company has reduced the number of errors made during
the manufacturing and shipment processes.
Soon, we will release a preconfigured pharmaceutical tool based on AX for Pharma, which will
run in Microsoft Azure and accelerate the implementation and validation processes. Meanwhile,
new functionalities and modules in the AX for
Pharma roadmap will enrich our solution and
help our customers to streamline their operations.
For example, companies will be able to manage
the vendor qualification process in the ERP system. We will also make significant investments
to capitalise on new opportunities to help our
customers improve supply chain and clinical trial
operations when they are using AX for Pharma.
Massimo Crudeli is a senior consultant at
AX for Pharma
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Connecting
the world to IoT
OLIVER GRUNER: ICONICS

Working with ICONICS, organisations such as the town of Arlington and
Scottish Water are reaping the practical benefits of the internet of things

S

everal trends in modern technology are changing the way that organisations do business.
Among these are the internet of things (IoT),
the increased use of data analytics and geospatial
awareness. IoT provides a great new way to deliver
solutions through secure data communications via
Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform. It also provides
a way for organisations – from small municipalities and school districts to entire large metropolitan
cities or even countries – to realise value from the
immense amount of big data they already own and
have struggled to fully use. Applying analytics to this
data results in benefits such as improving operational efficiency and saving on energy costs.

“Microsoft Azure provides
faster deployment times and
improves scalability”
The town of Arlington, Massachusetts, working
with ICONICS, connected its building automation system (BAS) sensors to the Azure cloud to
evaluate school district building equipment that
had the potential to operate out of sequence or
specification, wasting energy. This could have
gone unnoticed by maintenance staff, but the
inclusion of cloud-integrated fault detection and
diagnostics software made what was previously
invisible now visible. The result was an energy
saving of 10% annually, despite one of the most
brutal winters recorded. In comparison, other
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school district buildings not part of the project
ran well over their energy budgets.
Scaling from cities and towns to entire countries
is no problem for ICONICS. Scottish Water provides clean, safe and high quality drinking water
to 2.45 million households and 154,000 businesses across Scotland. It partnered with ICONICS to
establish an intelligent control centre to integrate
weather, customer, engineering and telemetry
data into its situational awareness dashboard, harvesting millions of data points per week. By applying an ‘internet of things meets big data’ approach,
Scottish Water reduced flooding across Scotland,
improved overall performance assessment scores
through lowered average interruptions to supply,
and reduced operational costs.
Both Arlington and Scotland are examples of how
connecting equipment to the cloud creates extraordinary value, from improving maintenance response
times to realising significant energy cost savings.
And it does so with the strictest security. Secure IoT
communication is the key for organisations to feel
comfortable in deploying such new technology. Microsoft Azure provides faster deployment times and
improves scalability by reducing dependency on an
organisation’s frequently overloaded IT department.
ICONICS provides solutions such as MobileHMI, Hyper Historian and the Cloud Connector
for organisations seeking to capitalise on IoT
and cloud-based technology with Azure integration and easy-to-use modern interfaces.
Oliver Gruner is director of cloud business
development at ICONICS
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The future of design
engineering
SIMON FLOYD: MICROSOF T

Just as today’s technology innovations are helping transform products into a
new world of connected solutions, they are also ushering in a new era of how
we design. Simon Floyd explains how Microsoft HoloLens is unlocking new
possibilities in design engineering

I

f we stop and think about all the incredible
inventions of the Industrial Age – the electric
motor, the telephone, the jet engine and Henry
Ford’s first Model-T, it’s astonishing to know that
they were designed without the use of computers
– something we wouldn’t dream of doing today.
In the late 1960s, French engineer Pierre
Bézier pioneered UNISURF, the first 3D
computer aided design (CAD) application. It
proved to be incredibly productive such that
by the mid-1970s, it was the standard for Renault and became the catalyst for an entire
industry in 3D CAD software. CAD replaced
drawing boards, vellum paper, weighted pencils and ink pens with the keyboard first, then

“HoloLens is the first fully untethered,
see-through holographic computer”
digitisers, the mouse and, more recently, touch
screens. The method and process of designing
has changed for the better by becoming more
natural and more intuitive.
Today there is a new entrant into the history
books: holographic computing. It changes the
game completely from being stationary in front
of a computer monitor to being interactive in almost any environment. It makes designing in 3D
a real-to-life experience versus a representation
displayed on a 2D screen. It means that design
engineers can work in the actual environment
where their product will be used!
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With Microsoft HoloLens, holograms are no
longer just constructs for sci-fi writers. HoloLens is the first fully untethered, see-through
holographic computer.
It enables high-definition holograms to come
to life in your world, seamlessly integrating with
your physical places, spaces and things. We call
this experience mixed reality. With HoloLens,
there isn’t a screen to touch or a mouse to click. It
understands your movements, vision and voice,
enabling you to interact with content and information in the most natural way possible.
With the ability to interact with threedimensional holograms in the real world, designers and manufacturers have an exciting new way to
work. Design engineers will be able to go beyond
traditional 3D presented on a monitor and controlled via mouse or touch, to immersive 3D in the
real world using gestures and voice. Holograms allow you to visualise how something will look in the
physical world with the benefit of 3D editing and
authoring capabilities, mimicking how you would
interact with something in real life.
Imagine creating a physical mock-up or prototype using foam, clay and other mediums for
modelling: this is what design will be like with
HoloLens, but with more tools and less constraints than the real world. You can then share
those holograms and collaborate remotely, and
excitingly, even turn them into physical objects
with HoloStudio’s 3D print compatibility.
Think of the possibilities for field service and
repair of products and machines. Being able
to be in an actual situation – standing next to
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an aircraft or vehicle – and have your digital
instructions pinned as holograms in the air
around you or a 3D animation within the actual physical context right in front of you. Or go
beyond that and bring in a remote colleague or
advisor with HoloNotes in Skype and let them
see your environment from their tablet or PC to
troubleshoot and collaborate on a repair on the
spot. They can draw instructions that appear
as animations in your world, helping walk you
through a new process.
New ways to learn is another powerful capability of HoloLens. In both design and field
service training scenarios, learning comes alive
when you can visualise and examine in 3D,
within the actual environment, how a product
works, the types of different inspections performed on a product or each of the individual
tests required to meet product safety standards.
What’s more, you could simulate an unsafe or

hazardous environment to practice what you’d
do in that situation.
It’s worth noting that HoloLens’ unique capabilities are enabled by Windows 10. Windows 10 is the
first platform to support holographic computing
with APIs that enable gaze, gesture, voice and environmental understanding on an untethered device.
As part of the same core as the Windows
10 family, HoloLens will seamlessly integrate
with your existing applications and environment. Think of it as another interface to the
same data, where any new information you
create will move with you from one environment to another – from tablet to PC to HoloLens – with the same familiar tools you’ve
been using for work and collaboration. There
just isn’t anything else out there like it!

Microsoft HoloLens
enables smarter
decision making by
bringing ideas to life

Simon Floyd is director of business development
and strategy for PLM Solutions at Microsoft
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utilities
Digital

providers

Responding to regulatory changes, energy alternatives and smart grid advancement,
the utilities industry is using digital technology to become more customer centric. We
spoke to Accenture and Avanade to find out how consumer-facing digital technology is
transforming the way in which providers engage with consumers
BY REBECCA GIBSON

F

aced with high customer turnover rates and
increased competition from non-utilities providers after the deregulation of the energy sector in 2001, Australia Gas & Light Company (AGL)
turned to digital technologies to transform how it
engaged with its 3.5 million customers.
AGL consolidated 50 independently managed
business websites into one Sitecore-based platform running in Microsoft Azure, making it
easier for AGL to proactively interact with customers over new channels. Meanwhile, now that
customers receive personalised real-time energy
usage reports and a 24-month energy management plan, they can better understand how to
manage their energy consumption. Online visitors are now 47% more likely to consider AGL as
their energy provider, while more customers are
opting to pay bills via the website.
AGL is not alone in preparing itself for competition. According to Accenture’s multiyear New
Energy Consumer research programme, 73% of
consumers are interested in alternative non-traditional providers for energy and beyond-the-meter
products and services. With this in mind, many
electricity, water and gas providers are turning to
digital technologies to quickly resolve customer
enquiries, inform people about widespread service
issues and boost customer loyalty.
According to Accenture’s 2015 New Energy
Consumer: Unleashing Business Value in a Digital
World, d
 igitally engaged consumers can offer more
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business value to energy providers. For example,
while only 13% of non-digital users are likely to
recommend their energy provider, 42% of digital
consumers would be willing to recommend their
provider. Energy providers have much to gain by
converting and retaining digital consumers.
“While utility providers traditionally spend
around nine minutes per year directly interacting
with their customers, digital technologies offer multiple new opportunities to easily interact with customers at key points, such as when they are looking
to change tariffs or move house,” says Melissa Sherrard, senior manager for the Accenture and Avanade Digital Showcase. “For example, if a customer
has a particularly high bill, utility companies should
automatically send them personalised recommendations for more e nergy-efficient appliances or suggest a different tariff that would better match their
requirements. Not only does this personalised service boost c ustomer acquisition and retention, but it
also increases cross-sell and up-sell opportunities.”
Many utilities providers are adopting integrated
billing, meter data management and customer relationship management (CRM) solutions to provide employees with an overview of each customer.
They are also embedding customer analytics tools
into CRM systems to allow advisors to understand
their customers and proactively target them with
personalised product or service recommendations.
To help utilities deliver the ‘new energy consumer
experience’, Accenture and Avanade have designed

RESOURCES

a Digital Customer Engagement for Utilities innovation suite. Centred on two key business pillars
– empowering the New Energy Customer, and enabling the New Digital Worker – the suite aims to
inspire utilities providers to adopt the capabilities
needed to create a digitally connected omnichannel experience that boosts customer loyalty and
transforms how employees deliver services.
“We’ve combined the best Microsoft technologybased management tools for CRM, online customer experience, mobile development, meter data and
billing, and workflow, and developed capabilities
that allow energy providers to capitalise on major
digital customer trends,” says Ken Serauskis, vice
president and customer executive at Avanade. “As
the number of smart devices continues to a ccelerate
and the associated data grows exponentially, there’s
an opportunity for utilities to improve operational
efficiencies while transforming their customers’
experiences. Utilities must put the right customer
analytics infrastructure in place to gather the right
customer, in the right context and use that insight to
deliver greater customer personalisation.”
Accenture and Avanade are also working with
energy providers to develop more interactive online portals, explore how gamification can help
customers better manage their energy use, and to
create mobile apps to allow customers to remotely
manage energy-consuming devices in their homes.

“Although the internet of things and smart grids
are still relatively in the early stages, we’re exploring how connected devices in a home can be
paired with visual analytics tools to help energy
auditors and customers complete home energy
consumption audits,” says Sherrard. “For example, an app could notify auditors about the appliances that are at the most risk of malfunctioning.”
Switching to digital technologies provides new
opportunities for energy providers to offer value-added products and services. According to Accenture research, interest in signing up for energy
related products and services appears to be gaining
momentum across the board – with more than half
of consumers interested in a wide range of products and services from their energy providers.
“In competitive markets, energy providers can
create new revenue streams by offering digital solutions for home-related products and services, such
as solar energy generation platforms, or bundled
home services,” says Tony Masella, global managing director at Accenture Energy Consumer Services. “In a regulated marketplace, opportunities
for energy providers include new partnerships or
digital information services. While interest in new
products and services is increasing among all energy consumers, our research shows that consumers
who use digital channels to interact with their energy provider may represent even greater value.”

“Consumers who use digital
channels to interact with
their energy provider
may represent even
greater value”
Digital technologies could
help energy providers to
offer new services such
as home energy
audits
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The internet of
services in industry 4.0
M I K E J A M E S : AT S I N T E R N AT I O N A L

In the fourth in this series of articles, we find out how the internet of services fits
in with smart manufacturing to realise the fourth industrial revolution

T

here is much talk about the internet
of things. However, ‘things’ are just part
of the plumbing. We connect devices,
giving them, no more than, nominal intelligence. The real innovation is the internet of
services. Manufacturers need to think through
their business model: how can a product
become a service with the long term related
revenue stream?
Industry 4.0 is only partially about smart
manufacturing. It is one part of the dual strategy, the other being the internet of services.
Examples already exist and many manufacturers are recognising and exploiting the opportunity. Tesla is delivering vehicles with hardware
and software which can be upgraded, their

“The smart manufacturing
plant needs to be flexible and
deliver intelligent products”
cars are effectively sensor ready and software
upgrades will provide extra intelligence, delivered via the internet. The customer could
pay for the upgrades generating extra revenue
of Tesla. Otis is supplying elevators/lifts with
sensors which send data into their cloud. The
data is analysed and Otis sells a predictive
maintenance services, again adding a long
term revenue stream. Or how about a new catering company in The Netherlands supplying
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meals to hospitals? Each meal is prepared for
the patient based upon data received from the
hospital about the patient’s needs. The meals
are prepared in an automated plant.
The individualisation of mass production
and the internet of services add additional revenue. The smart manufacturing plant needs to
be flexible and deliver intelligent products. A
major misunderstanding is that this is not a
cost saving exercise; it’s a new business model
to increase revenue and profitability.
During my workshops we explore the opportunities and match them against the realities
of today’s technology. In one of our recent
workshops we heard from a manufacturer
who was heavily investing in a factory of the
future. Enthusiastic engineers ordered additive manufacturing machines (3D printing)
only to find out they could not connect them
to their network using international standards. They paid a heavy price for this error and
damaged the initiative’s reputation. It’s worth
taking independent advice before completing
your new manufacturing strategy. By working
in an environment with other manufacturers
best practices and lesson learnt can be shared,
making sure that faster progress will be made
to industry 4.0 solutions.
To learn more I hope you will be able to join
one of my workshops, for more information
please go to www.mom-institute.org
Mike James is the chairman and CTO at
ATS International
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Driving new
efficiencies
JA N L A R S S O N : S I E M E N S P L M S O F T WA R E

The heavy equipment manufacturing industry is evolving, and fast. Successful
organisations are taking a number of steps to better respond to customer
demand, comply with legislation, drive efficiencies globally and cut costs

S

uccess in today’s highly demanding heavy
equipment manufacturing industry requires all teams across design, engineering, manufacturing and project management to
unite. We call this collaborative manufacturing.
It pulls together – in one digital platform – part
manufacturing, tool and fixture design; integrated manufacturing process planning; electromechanical design; and integrated design simulation and manufacturing.
To achieve this level of collaboration, manufacturers should look for integrated software tools
that provide them with five key capabilities.
The first is tracking costs. It’s critical to have a
central system to manage and track your bill of

“With access to complete production
data information in real time,
people make better decisions”
materials. The same system should also coordinate the bill of process to cost how the product
will be put together and track any variations as
the product is manufactured.
Second is managing change. Improving the way
changes are communicated between engineering
and production is one of the low hanging fruits
when it comes to reducing costs.
The third is providing 3D drawings and clear
instructions. This insight enables the shop floor
to see the motion of a process and a step-by-step

assembly guide. They can also view and interrogate the drawings on tablets (with pan, tilt and
zoom options) and raise questions or concerns
that are instantly put to engineering.
Fourth is optimising resources. The right software tools can help you decide which of your
plants – or perhaps a supplier – has the best mix
of cost performance and skills to build a particular part requested by a customer.
And finally, it’s about gaining complete control.
While there is not one software tool that can
provide a complete solution to manage design,
engineering and manufacturing, look for tools
that are based on open standards – tools that can
integrate different systems to, ultimately, provide
a single process for your teams to better collaborate together, and view the status of every part
and every product across every plant.
There was a perception that the heavy
equipment market ran on different rules to
other advanced manufacturing sectors. That’s
no longer the case. Our product lifecycle management solutions, with Teamcenter being the
digital backbone, ensure that your manufacturing, engineering and product engineering teams can work together as a seamless
group. With access to complete production
data information in real time, people make
better decisions: decisions that are proven
to 
accelerate innovation, reduce costs and
optimise workflow.
Jan Larsson is senior marketing director EMEA,
digital factory division, Siemens PLM Software
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More efficient backup
Christof Holding brings backup in-house, facilitating more effective recovery,
higher availability and reducing costs

T

he IT team at Christof Holding, which
provides welding technology and construction services worldwide, is relatively
small for a worldwide enterprise – 14 people
provide IT services to 1,000 users working at 22
companies on 35 sites. One of the team’s goals is
to mastermind new, cost-effective ways of doing
business. When team members decided to overhaul their computing storage systems, they discovered they could restructure virtual machine
(VM) backup and disaster recovery (DR), saving
time and money.
Christof Holding replaced production storage in its two data centres with HP StoreServ,
and it replaced the backup storage repository
at a separate site with HP ProLiant Servers and
StorageWorks. At the time, a managed service
provider (MSP) was backing up and recovering
Christof Holdings’ on-premise VMs, a process
that cost €3,000 per month and required the IT
team to spend approximately ten hours troubleshooting backup issues each month.
Up to 20% of backups were prone to failure,
making it difficult to meet recovery point objectives (RPOs). To bring backup in-house,
team members had to find a solution that
offered much more than just backup. They
needed fast, flexible and reliable recovery
of virtualised applications and data to meet
RPOs. They also needed a storage-agnostic
solution with multi-hypervisor support. The
two data centres have 136 VMware vSphere
VMs, and the 35 sites have 53 Microsoft
Hyper-V VMs. 75% of the IT infrastructure
is virtualised, which includes six enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems, Microsoft
SQL Server, Exchange and application servers.
Christof Holding brought backup in-house
by deploying the Veeam Backup & Replication solution, and the IT team quickly discovered that Veeam offers far more than
backup – it delivers high availability. Furthermore, Veeam is storage-agnostic and provides
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 ulti-hypervisor support, so it’s ideal in a
m
heterogeneous IT infrastructure like Christof
Holding’s. With Veeam, the company eliminated the MSP’s monthly outtasking fee of
€3,000, saved ten hours in troubleshooting
time each month, easily met RPOs and discovered high-speed recovery features to reduce
recovery time objectives (RTOs).
“Veeam is so intuitive and easy to use that we
spend only a few minutes each day reading the
email report that Veeam sends us about recent
backup jobs,” said Josef Kormann, head of IT
operations at Christof Holding. “We’re a small
team, so we needed an efficient solution like
Veeam to make the best use of our time.”

Bringing backup
in-house with Veaam
saved Christof Holding
time and money
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Smart document
management
I A N B A M B E R : B OT TO M L I N E T E C H N O LO G I E S

Companies in the manufacturing sector are using document
management systems in order to enhance their operational efficiency

M

odern manufacturing is highly regulated, and product liability laws typically
require manufacturers to retain documentation for 30 years. Failure to demonstrate
adherence to GxP, ISO or local legislation can
render a manufacturer’s products unfit for sale,
with potentially devastating outcomes.
Much of this documentation can be leveraged
by manufacturers to add value to customers and
suppliers, as well as to improve internal operations.
However, one major challenge is how best to capture, share and distribute information across complex and deep supply chains. Meeting regulatory
needs and ensuring minimal disruption to manufacturing operations is also vitally important.

“A DMS can automatically extract data from
freeform paper and electronic documents”
Many manufacturers are now supplementing their
enterprise resource planning (ERP) and material
requirements planning (MRP) systems with document management systems (DMS). These powerful
tools are capable of extracting information from
documents, machines and data services; manipulating electronic information; managing, storing and
retrieving information and associated documents;
and controlling the delivery of information and documents when, where and how it is needed.
Perhaps the greatest advantage however is the
ability to automate the majority of this information, which not only reduces the regulatory

demands on manufacturing operations, but also
typically reduces compliance exceptions by as
much as 85% (Aberdeen Group, October 2013).
When using a DMS, start by focussing on what
regulatory information you need to capture and generate. Information generated from other systems or
individual machines can also be extracted and translated into an appropriate format and stored.
Information for many manufacturers arrives in
the form of paper or electronic documents. Studies
have shown that removing paper from processes
can increase efficiency by up to 300% (AIIM Feb7
2012). A DMS can automatically extract data from
freeform paper and electronic documents, turning
their content into searchable and processable data.
DMS can also significantly enhance ERP and
MRP capabilities when it comes to meeting regulatory obligations, storage and retrieval, and have
very powerful data file translation and reformatting capabilities. Companies can now supply data
files with information, specifically formatted to
the recipient’s needs such as HTML links to their
document repositories.
The value of DMS increases significantly as a
business matures and document and information
infrastructures are extended and integrated. A specialist company such as Bottomline Technologies
adds functionality to ERP/MRPs for thousands of
clients every year, and understands the best working practices and the need to drive greater back office efficiency.
Ian Bamber is head of product – Financial
Document Automation at Bottomline Technologies
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A quarter-century
of success using NX
A3D Design’s experience in using Siemens PLM Software’s NX technology
dates back to 1988, when it was called Unigraphics. Twenty-five years later,
A3D Design continues to use the ever-evolving software to design and
machine prototypes of product and part designs

P

roduct design is A3D Design’s business. Based
near Limoges, France, the industrial design
firm’s projects have evolved from creating
models to designing prototypes and even making
small production runs for prestigious customers
such as De Beers, CYTEC, Compin, Dior, EADS
Composites Aquitaine, Kreon, Legrand, Thalès,
Total Hutchinson, Valeo Éclairage and more.
What do these companies have in common?
“Demand for machined models, which is
our company’s area of expertise,” says Patrick
Peyramaure, A3D Design’s president. “We are
known as experts in conducting studies, designing and implementing very diverse systems, a
sort of ‘Jack of all trades’ within the framework
of projects, assisting these companies’ research
and development projects.”
Peyramaure explains further: “Our major concern has always been reducing costs and increasing productivity. I wanted to deliver our expertise
without doing away with traditional methods, the
designer’s rough renderings and other manual
sketches, while also adopting a perfectly integrated
high-performance product development solution.
Doing so would provide a single 3D database for
all design work, including the computer-generated
image the designer wants, right up to programming the numerical control (NC) machines.
“The integrated NX solution, from creating the
synthesis image to running numerical control machines, gives us the ability to rapidly change the
models we are developing without any problem –
even during a project meeting with a customer.”
Today, A3D Design has stations equipped with
NX linked with 5-axis NC milling centres, two
of which are high-speed milling machines. The
company also uses a 3-axis machine. Siemens
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PLM Software partner Janus Engineering, a
systems integrator, implemented NX for A3D
Design. This includes deploying integrated simulation and verification (ISV) software for programming 5-axis NC machines.
“It was installed in our workshop mid-2011,” says
Peyramaure. “The fact that the German manufacturer, Berthold Hermle AG, also has about fifty stations equipped with NX, their chosen software, also
had an impact on our decision. We are completely
Siemens. All of the elements that control our highspeed milling machine are completely Siemens, including the kinematics simulation of this machine.”
Imagine that a potential customer comes to the
A3D Design office to discuss a project, which is
being planned before a future industrial offering.
“Most of the time at this preliminary stage, this
potential customer has not yet written any specifications,” notes Peyramaure.
Starting with the general lines of the project, such
as weight, size or temperature-reaction resistance
constraints, and considering the partner relationship background with the customer, a quick preliminary study is started by A3D Design using NX
CAD. The goal is to identify all the ins and outs of
the project, discuss their merit and deliver a technical proposal based on 3D models and synthesis
images from which it will then be possible to write
specifications. “In fact, it’s the preliminary design
study from an engineering office that enables
showing the first visual concepts,” says Peyramaure.
“We can then start negotiations about production
costs in order to finalise the study.”
During the refocusing stage that follows, and
based on these preliminary elements, the customer
begins to imagine what the product will be. Within
A3D Design, the toolpaths are determined using
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Implementing NX is
helping A3D Design
win new business

NX CAM. Collisions and machining kinematics
are then validated in real time with NX CAM.
“We are then able to define the project’s cost,
determine the real time for exact duration of
the study, and present an overall design offer
with production of a basic model, prototype
or specimen,” says Peyramaure. “Part assembly
follows. A functioning prototype can be delivered to the customer that integrates the accompanying electronic system in order to visualise
the project completely.”

High-speed machining enables manufacturing
of the aluminium parts in a very short time by
programming very precise passes (up to 0.5 micrometre crest heights) and reaching the super
finishing needed, for example, for an automobile
headlight reflector, which can later be assembled
without machining. Of course, we can machine
other materials, including thermoplastic parts.”
A3D Design was even able to replace a defective
silent block, a part which absorbs shocks and vibrations, on one of the workshop’s 5-axis machines.
Peyramaure explains: “Because our supplier was
out of stock, there was a delivery delay of three
weeks for the part. It was unthinkable to stop our
machining for three weeks. So I designed a 4-cavity
mould. It was 5pm. At 8pm, the mould was machined. The next morning at 8am, an ester-based
polyurethane elastomer was heat-injected and, by
noon, our machine was working again.”
A3D Design is not yet using NX CAE. When
necessary, if the customer requires structural calculations, these are subcontracted to companies
specialising in this field. “Later, we are going to integrate this capability,” says Peyramaure, who is also
envisioning the acquisition of a new, large-format,
high-speed milling machine, so they will be able to
produce bigger, high-precision parts very rapidly.
Ultimately, with the help of NX, the company is winning new business. Peyramaure
concludes: “Without NX, we simply could not
work anymore.”
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PROFILED: WILLIAMS MARTINI RACING
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Style, performance
and speed
When Williams wanted its new website up and running quickly,
Avanade made sure it was first to the finish line

W

illiams is known the world over for the
speed and performance of its Formula
One race cars. But its website was another story. To take full control of its web estate,
and to decrease the time and expense to implement site updates, Williams wanted to move that
process from an outside vendor to its own marketing department. It also wanted a complete
web redesign, to present a brand image reflective
of its contemporary look and feel, and to make
its content easier for visitors to find and use.
Williams needed the site to be highly scalable, to
support the traffic surges that inevitably accompany races. And with the annual race season just
weeks away, Williams wanted all of this accomplished at a speed that even its drivers would envy.
Avanade took on the website project as part of its
broad, strategic commitment to provide technology enhancements throughout the company. To
make site updates fast and easy for non-technical
marketing staff to implement, Avanade deployed
the new site using Sitecore on Microsoft Azure,
using its certified Sitecore and Azure consultants.
The use of Sitecore enables Williams to streamline workflow for managing content. To provide a
revamped site design that is as elegant as it is useful, Avanade deployed resources from its dedicated
User Experience design team. The overall Avanade
team for the website project consisted of three consultants working full time for a month, augmented
by another three consultants as needed.
The new website delivers more dynamic content from around the world. This gives fans
up-to-date information directly from Williams
– and more reasons to visit the site more frequently. Moving the site to Azure and migrating
the update functions in-house has also given
Williams a cost saving benefit which it has reinvested to enhance the site. This enables W
 illiams

to produce additional content and more frequent
updates, which are among the more visible enhancements to the site.
The new website has a fresh, elegant design that
communicates the Williams brand. The company’s race cars are an ideal blend of form and
function and this is reflected in its website with
airy, modern design elements optimised not only
for desktops, but also for the tablets and phones
through which visitors increasingly access it.
The only way to win a race is to make the
best time to the finish, and by that standard
Williams is a winner. The Avanade team delivered the new website within the highly compressed schedule of one month, in time for the
start of the 2015 race season.

Williams’ relationship
with Avanade has been
crucial in bringing its
digital content creation
and management in
house for the first time
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